The purpose of this paper is to present a new iterative scheme for finding a common solution of the generalized mixed equilibrium problems with an infinite family of inverse strongly monotone mappings and the fixed point problems of demimetric mappings under nonlinear transformations in Banach spaces. Applications are also included. The results in this paper are the extension and improvement of the recent results in the literature. Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics lem (for short, MEP):
Introduction
Let H be a real Hilbert space, C be a nonempty closed convex subset of H, T be a mapping on C and ( ) { } :
be a nonlinear mapping, : C ϕ →  be a function and F be a bifunction from C C × to  , where  is the set of real numbers. Then, we consider the following generalized mixed equilibrium problem (for short, GMEP): finding x C ∈ such that ( ) ( ) ( )
The set of solutions of the GMEP is denoted by ( ) GMEP , , F A ϕ (see [1] and the references therein). Here some special cases of the GMEP are stated as followings:
1) If 0 A = , then the GMEP becomes the following mixed equilibrium prob-( ) ( ) ( ) finding such that , 0, ,
which was studied by Ceng and Yao [2] . The set of solutions of the MEP is denoted by ( ) MEP , F ϕ . 2) If 0 ϕ = and 0 A = , then the GMEP becomes the following equilibrium problem (for short, EP):
( ) finding such that , 0, .
This general form of the EP was first considered by Nikaido and Isoda [3] .
The MEP and EP play an important role in many fields, such as economics, physics, mechanics and engineering sciences. Also, the MEP and EP include many mathematical problems as particular cases, for example, mathematical programming problems, complementary problems, variational inequality problems, Nash equilibrium problems in noncooperative games, minimax inequality problems and fixed point problems. Because of their wide applicability, equilibrium problems and mixed equilibrium problems have been generalized in various directions for the past several years; see, for example, [2] [4]- [9] .
3) If 0 F = and 0 ϕ = , then the GMEP reduces to the following classical variational inequality problem (for short, VIP) [10] :
Solving such problems, we have to obtain some solution which is simultaneously the solution of two or more subproblems or the solution of one subproblem on the solution set of another subproblem. These subproblems can be given, for example, by two or more different variational inequality problems or two or more different fixed point problems. It is natural to construct a unified approach for these problems. In this direction, several authors have introduced some iterative schemes for finding a common solution of fixed-point problems for nonlinear mappings, equilibrium problems and variational problems; see, for example, 
We give an example of a k-demimetric mapping which is not pseudo-contractive, hence it is not strictly pseudo-contractive. 
Clearly, 0 is the only fixed point of
In order to find a common solution of fixed point problems for an finite family of demimetric mappings and the variational inequality problems for a infinite family of inverse strongly monotone mappings in a Hilbert space, Takahashi [12] recently introduced and studied the following iterative algorithm: 
is an infinite family of k j -demimetric and demiclosed mappings. Then they obtained a weak convergence theorem under certain appropriate assumptions on the parameters.
Most very recently, Takahashi [15] also introduced the following iteration process for finding a common solution of fixed-point problems with an infinite family of demimetric mappings and the variational inequality problems with an infinite family of inverse strongly monotone mappings in a Hilbert space:
, , n n j n n j n j n i n i n i n n n n C n n n n n n
is an infinite family of k j -demimetric and demiclosed mappings, { } 1 :
is an infinite family of i µ -inverse strongly monotone mappings. Then they obtained a strong convergence theorem under some mild restrictions on the parameters.
On other hand, in order to find a common solution of equilibrium problems and the set of fixed point problems with generalized hybrid mappings, Alizadeh and Moradlou [23] introduced the following Ishikawa-like iteration process by applying the hybrid projection method:
, n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n
where S is a generalized hybrid mapping and f is a bifunction satisfying (A1)-(A4).
Then they obtained a strong convergence theorem under certain appropriate assumptions on the parameters. Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics Motivated and inspired by Takahashi [12] , Akashi and Takahashi [14] , Takahashi [15] , Alizadeh and Moradlou [23] , we put forward two questions: 1) Can these corresponding results in [12] [14] [15] [23] in Hilbert spaces be extended to the framework of Banach spaces (for example, p l for 1 p < < ∞ )?
2) Can we extend corresponding results in [12] The purpose of this paper is to give the affirmative answers to these questions mentioned above. In this paper, we present a new iterative scheme for finding a 
Preliminaries
We denote E the real Banach space, * E the dual of E, I the identity mapping on E, and  the set of positive integers. The expressions n x x → and n x x  denote the strong and weak convergence of the sequence { } n x , respectively. The (normalized) duality mapping J from E to * E is defined by
for all x E ∈ , where , ⋅ ⋅ denotes the duality product. If E is a Hilbert space, then J I = , where I is the identity mapping on H.
The norm of a Banach space E is said to be Gâteaux differentiable if the limit
x y on the unit sphere ( ) { }
In this case, we say
It is known that if E is strictly convex, then the duality mapping J is injective, that is, ,
x y E ∈ and x y ≠ imply Jx Jy = ∅  . It is known that E is reflexive if and only if J is surjective. Therefore, if E is a smooth, strictly convex and reflexive Banach space, then J is a single-valued bijection, see [26] for more details. : is a contraction with constant . 
which can be extended to the more general situation: for all 1 For solving the generalized mixed equilibrium problem, let us assume that the bifunction : F C C × →  and the nonlinear mapping : C ϕ →  satisfy the following conditions:
is convex and lower semicontinuous; (A5) for each x C ∈ and 0 r > , there exists a bounded subset x D C ⊆ and 
( )
, MEP F ϕ is closed and convex;
Main Results
Throughout the rest of this paper, we always assume the following:
1) H is a real Hilbert space, and C is a nonempty closed subspace of H; 2) E is a smooth, strictly convex and reflexive Banach space, and J is the duality mapping on E;
3) F is a bifunction from C C × to  satisfying (A1)-(A4); 4) r K is a mapping defined as in Lemma 2.8; ∑ for all n ∈  and x C ∈ . Then we can prove that T is well defined. In fact, we have, for any i ∈  and z ∈ Γ , Then we can prove that n V is nonexpansive. Indeed, it follows that ( ) 
is nonempty, closed and convex (note that B is linear and continuous). Thus we have that P Γ is well defined.
We derive from Lemma 2.8 that We obtain from (7) , n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n i n i n i n n n n n n n n n i n i n i 
From (6) and (13), we get that ( ) 
Putting n n n n n n n n h f x y z α β γ = + + for all n ∈  , we have from (6) that given in [12] [14] [15] [23]; • The algorithm 6 is more advantageous and more flexible than the ones given in [12] [14] [15] [23] . Therefore, the new algorithm is expected to be widely applicable.
An Extension of Our Main Results
From Theorem 3.1, we deduce immediately the following results Proof. Noticing that a directed mapping T with ( ) F T ≠ ∅ is 0-demimetric, then we have the desired result due to Theorem 3.1.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we discuss the direct application of Theorem 3.1 on a typical example on a real line. 
Conclusion
The present work has been aimed to theoretically establish a new iterative scheme for finding a common solution of the generalized mixed equilibrium problems with an infinite family of inverse strongly monotone mappings and the fixed point problems of demimetric mappings under nonlinear transformations in Banach spaces. Our results can be viewed as improvement, supplementation, development and extension of the corresponding results in some references to a great extent.
